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Class photography is a time-honoured part of any child’s academic 
journey. It captures the innocence of the early years and maps the 
growth, development and achievements of our precious children. 
School photographs are proudly displayed at home, in parents’ 
workplaces and of course, take pride of place in the albums, 
wallets, purses and shelves of doting grandparents near and far.  

In these unprecedented times of the COVID19 pandemic we have 
all had to adapt. Our children have a growing list of very ordinary 
activities that have become forbidden. Things like going to school, 
playing outdoors, eating out, meeting with friends, going to church, 
visiting grandparents and cousins and more. While perhaps not 
seen as a priority, given the current climate, you would be forgiven 
for thinking that school photography would definitely be on the list 
of forbidden activities.

For most people, 2020 will be the year of the missed school 
photograph.Your students do not have to miss out. With our help, 
a growing number of schools are continuing the tradition of class 
photographs while maintaining social distancing guidelines and 
protocols. 
   

See samples of COVID compliant group photographs we have done recently. 

Is this even possible? YES IT IS!
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CLASS GROUPS



CLASS GROUPS



SPORTS GROUPS



STAFF GROUPS



STAFF GROUPS



FULL SCHOOL GROUPS



TESTIMONIAL
Mention school photos and most people have a stereotypical view 
of that  ‘photo’ in their mind’s eye. Rehanna brings innovation and 
professional expertise into what she o�ers to our school. Open to 

discuss and then produce something di�erent each time, she is 
both e�cient,  and patient with each child being photographed. 

The end product speaks for itself - stunning!

Sandie Parker - Preparatory Deputy Head: Academics, 
Bridge House 



HOW DO WE DO THIS?



Cutting edge photographic technology and skill is key.

With this concept, FULL social distancing is practiced as children are 
photographed individually, then expertly combined, using the latest 
technology and advanced graphic skill  to produce full, SEAMLESS 
class composite photographs as well as full school photographs. 
Without a child ever needing to stand next to another. 

One of the major benefits of this concept relates to the preservation 
of the very little academic time we have left. There is no need to 
book two sessions for the year, as this concept automatically 
provides you with spectacular individual portraits as well! Another 
benefit of this concept, especially regarding COVID19 regulations 
and our NEW NORMAL- absentees can be shot later, and added into 
their class photo at a a later stage. This benefit, most importantly 
extends to adhering to the new and compulsory covid19 school 
regulations  which now requires, in some cases, mandatory 
staggered attendance PER GRADE and sometimes PER CLASS due to 
the sheer numbers of students in some classes.

If required, the photographer can shoot over days.. even months, at 
various intervals, and the end result is seamless, as you can see in the 
examples in the following slide.
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OUTCOME



ABOUT US



RayPhoenix Academic Photography Pty Ltd was established in 2014 by  
owner- director and gifted photographer and designer Rehana Farmer. 

Rehana, had just spent a life-changing 5 years working as lead photographer 
for an award-winning photographic company in the UK. An assignment which 
saw her travelling literally all over the UK honing her exceptional skills. Now, 
adept at setting up heavy rigs, executing shoots, utilizing the latest high-end 
lighting and production techniques she was eager to return to South Africa and 
live out her passion for creating beautiful images. 

After fifteen years as a professional wedding and family photographer 
(Rayphography), and with the blessing and support of her previous employer, 
she decided to add her unique brand of creative school photography to her 
business arsenal. She had discovered her ready rapport with children and 
young people and  decided to put it to work. 

At RayPhoenix “There can be no standard approach to school photography…”  
Rehana seeks to discover, extract and portray the unique essence and brand of 
each school. Significant time is spent on this aspect of the work prior to a shoot 
in order ensure authenticity. 

Images and products are of a high quality and a far cry from the mottled 
backdrops and stiffly posed children crammed into the conventional school 
photograph. “Each of our unique composites is creatively composed and 
meticulously edited and finished to preserve your precious memories as only a 
photograph can.”

“My style has evolved so much over the years and I am now truly proud to 
proclaim my unique approach to school photography. Ask my clients.”

“In these forever changed times I have a adapted my technique to create 
100% COVID-19 compliant class and group photographs so that  our children 
will still have a memento of their classmates and friends in 2020. 

ABOUT US

"I treasure the long standing relationships that i 
have built with so many parents from the various 

schools over the years. My ultimate joy comes 
from sharing the beauty of what I do and what I 

have built, with others. "Click on link below:
https://www.rayphography.com/covid19rpproposal

https://www.rayphography.com/covid19rpproposal


THANK YOU

www.rayphography.com

072 831 5457 Cape Townphoenixphotoct@gmail.com

Note: Phoenix Academic access is  password protected for child privacy.


